South Central Action Area Caucus Group Caucus Meeting
July 11, 2018  12:30 PM – 3:30 PM
Kent Centennial Center – Conference Room 2A/2B
400 W Gowe St  Kent, WA 98032

AGENDA
Meeting Purposes:
 Discuss regional NTA review process and Action Agenda updates
 Discuss LIO restructuring and next steps
 Discuss new contract and opportunities for implementing South Central LIO 2018 work plan
 Member updates
Time
12:30 – 12:35

Topic
Welcome & introductions

Lead/Action
Chair

12:35 – 12:40

Approve May meeting summary

Chair
Decision

12:40 – 12:50

Regional NTA review and Action Agenda update
 Summary of regional NTA review process and next
steps for the Action Agenda

Gretchen Muller, Alexandra Doty
Information and Discussion

12:50 – 1:00

Puget Sound updates
 Puget Sound Day on the Hill
 Southern Resident Killer Whale Task Force

Marie Novak, Jason Mulvihill-Kuntz,
Gretchen Muller, Alexandra Doty
Information and Discussion

1:00 – 1:45

Discuss LIO restructuring and next steps
 Puyallup River Watershed Council LIO Subcommittee
updates and decisions
 Next steps for South Central LIO
 Opportunities for engagement and collaboration
 Discuss additional concerns and how to address them

Gretchen Muller, Tom Kantz, Allan
Warren, Janne Kaje
Information and Discussion

1:45 – 2:00

BREAK

2:00 – 3:00

Discuss opportunities for 2018 work plan implementation
 Differences from previous contracts
 Opportunities for communication, outreach,
engagement strategies
 Ecosystem Recovery Plan
 What do we want to accomplish in the next year/two
years?

Gretchen Muller, Janne Kaje
Information and Discussion

3:00 – 3:20

Good of the order
 PSP updates
 ECB agenda items
 Member updates

Chair, Alexandra Doty, and Caucus
Members
Information

3:20 – 3:30

Wrap-Up & adjourn

Chair

Upcoming Caucus meeting dates:
1. September 5 (Tukwila Community Center Meeting Room B)

South Central Action Area Caucus Group Caucus Meeting Summary
May 2, 2018
12:30 –3:30 p.m.
Tukwila Community Center (Meeting Room B)
Attendees:
Members and Alternates
Name
Fred Jarrett
Jason Mulvihill-Kuntz
Erika Harris
Mike Mactutis
Tom Kantz
Blair Scott
Other Attendees
Name
Gretchen Muller
Marie Novak
Alexandra Doty
Doug Navetsky

Affiliation
King County
WRIA 8
Puget Sound Regional
Council
City of Kent/Sound
Cities Association
Pierce County
King County

Name
Janne Kaje
Kathy Minsch
Allan Warren
Heather Trim
Doug Osterman

Affiliation
King County
City of Seattle
Pierce Conservation
District
Futurewise/Zero Waste
Washington
WRIA 9

Affiliation
Cascadia Consulting Group
Cascadia Consulting Group
Puget Sound Partnership
King County

Welcome and Introductions
Fred Jarrett welcomed everyone and reviewed the purpose of the meeting.
Review March Meeting Summary
Fred asked for revisions to the March meeting summary. Dennis Robertson moved to approve the
meeting summary, Blair Scott seconded, all approved. The meeting summary was approved as written.
NTA Development and Review Process
Alexandra Doty and Marie Novak provided a recap of the 2018 NTA solicitation and review process.
There were a total of 635 NTAs. NTA owners in the group discussed their experience with the NTA
submission process. Key themes included:






Overall, the process was improved with more streamlined forms and time for coordination.
There were some issues with the tool, especially when selecting a Regional Priority Approach
(RPA). It would have been useful to have information centrally stored since there were many
sources of information to consult for selection. Character limits were also restrictive for
applicants as well as reviewers.
Regional Priority Approaches were developed differently and thus not directly comparable or
consistent. More assistance for owners in choosing RPAs was needed.
The process for soliciting support letters was difficult and should be streamlined.

Marie described the LIO’s review process for local NTAs. Feedback included:
1






The scoring rubric and criteria didn’t allow for enough differentiation between projects. Putting
so much emphasis on the contribution to recovery criterion drove the scores too much.
There wasn’t consensus among reviewers about appropriate RPA, and there was significant
overlap between RPAs. There also wasn’t discussion before review about the definition of
“alignment” which may have caused inconsistencies between reviewers.
Allan will draft a comment letter on behalf of the LIO asking the Strategic Initiative Advisory
Teams (SIATs) to allow flexibility in RPAs and potentially do another screening to group NTAs
properly so that projects are not penalized for choosing the wrong RPA. Gretchen will circulate
to LIO members for input before submitting to PSP and the SI Leads.

Deep Dive: King County’s Watershed-based Stormwater Plan
Doug Navetsky of King County presented on their watershed-based stormwater planning work for
structural retrofitting in the Puget Sound Basin. Cost estimates for retrofits range from $3-16 billion, not
including land purchasing costs. One challenge is that municipal NPDES permits are jurisdictionally based
rather than regionally or watershed based, making it difficult to work across jurisdictions to manage
shared resources. Part of their study includes multi-benefit projects, for example, stormwater facilities
that also serve as a park/playground area, such as the Manchester Stormwater Park.
Innovations in Funding Discussion
Members discussed a previously prioritized deep dive topic on innovations in funding strategy
development to determine if and how the LIO would like to incorporate it into its work plan.









PSP’s Executive Director and the Leadership Council are working on other options for funding,
including potentially establishing a foundation for Puget Sound. They also issued an RFP for
design of a feasibility study, but did not receive any qualified responses.
Doug Osterman provided an overview on the previous funding innovation effort that he
coordinated in 2011-2012, as well as draft legislation which would have created Watershed
Investment Districts organized on watershed boundaries authorized to raise and disburse funds
to conserve and restore land and water, including for salmon recovery. This effort stalled due to
the high coordination demands as well as competing legislative/funding priorities at that time.
A good model to look to is the San Francisco Bay Authority which enacted a property tax and
passed with 79% voter approval. This was a large effort with many years spent building support.
More effective communications strategies about needs as well as impacts of recovery work are
needed as most people don’t know about recovery projects. Even a small line item for
communications funding for each project could help make progress. Cohesive branding/regional
campaign is also important, such as Puget Sound Starts Here, although this is no longer funded.
Fred proposed that LIO members discuss with their organizations/colleagues the appetite and
capacity for an effort to develop innovative financing strategies such as watershed investment
districts or other policies and report back at the next meeting to determine next steps.

South Central LIO Seat ECB Call for Applications
PSP issued a call for nominations to the Ecosystem Coordination Board (ECB). South Central Action
Area’s representative term (currently Dow Constantine, Fred Jarrett alternate, Dave White second
alternate) is ending June 30, 2018. Fred will retire at the end of 2018 and proposed to serve the first six
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months of the new term so the LIO has more time to nominate a replacement. King County will submit a
nomination letter for Dow Constantine with Fred as alternate.
Good of the Order
PSP Updates
 Alexandra distributed a document about NTA reporting. PSP uses this information to report back
to the legislature as well as communicate the need for funding to lawmakers and other funders.
They are working to improve and streamline the reporting process for 2018 NTAs.
 Puget Sound Day on the Hill is May 23rd in Washington, D.C. The last day to register to attend
the trip is Friday, May 4. More information is available at
http://www.psp.wa.gov/psdoth2018.php.
WRIA 10
 Tom Kantz distributed a document from the Puyallup River Watershed Council with a timeline
for LIO formation as well as a summary of accomplishments. Over the next few months, the LIO
subcommittee will make recommendations to the full Council. They anticipate the Council will
adopt recommendations to become an LIO and send a letter to the South Central LIO expressing
their intention.
ECB agenda items
 At the last ECB meeting, Fred volunteered for a team working with Paul Chogeno from NOAA
PSNERP on a continuous improvement project. They have met several times and developed an
agreement to build a problem-solving process based on issues from project coordinators and
then make recommendations to the ECB.
Member updates
 WRIA 9 leadership team is working with PSP leadership, tribes, the Governor’s office, and the
Army Corps to gather support for a Puget Sound-wide pilot for H integration (hydro, hatcheries,
habitat, harvest).
Wrap-up & Adjourn
Meeting adjourned at 3:28 pm.
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Dear Partners and Friends,
Thank you for doing your part in making Puget Sound Day on the Hill 2018 a success! The feedback we’ve
received has been very positive, and I am proud of the great work our group was able to accomplish. Here’s a
quick recap:


We had the highest participation ever this year, with 60+ leaders from state, local, and tribal
government, academia, business, and non-profit organizations meeting in Washington D.C. with key
decision-makers. We were honored by and benefitted from strong tribal participation. Check out all of
our attendees listed here.



Some unplanned excitement kicked off the trip as a flight with nearly half the group found themselves
diverted from Washington D.C. hours before the first event. This group eventually made it to town safely
the same evening. Meanwhile, the rest of the team joined the Puget Sound Congressional Caucus cochairs for an informal welcome reception, at which Congressmen Heck and Kilmer welcomed us
personally. Congressman Kilmer then led us on his legendary after-hours tour of the Capitol Building.



Wednesday, the first full day of Puget Sound Day on the Hill, was packed with addresses from our
delegation, including Senator Murray, Congressmen Heck, Kilmer, and Larsen, and Congresswomen
DelBene and Jayapal. Former Congressman Norm Dicks delighted the group with a surprise visit and
shared his thoughts about the state of affairs in DC. We then enjoyed a panel discussion with staff from
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the United
States Geologic Survey (USGS), as they talked about the federal agencies’ role in Puget Sound recovery,
their ongoing efforts, and ways to strengthen our partnership to advance recovery.



Attendees also met with members of our delegation and their staff in smaller groups throughout the day
on Wednesday and Thursday, including Senator Cantwell, Congressmen Heck, Kilmer, Reichert, Larsen,
Newhouse, and Smith, and Congresswomen Herrera Beutler, Jayapal, and DelBene. These smaller
group meetings allowed us to go into greater detail in our conversations with these leaders.



A separate meeting with the USACE was a great opportunity to stress the importance of infrastructure
investments in Puget Sound, including addressing needs at Ballard Locks.



The trip culminated on Thursday afternoon with a lunch panel presentation and discussion of Puget
Sound innovations and public-private partnerships, with speakers from The Nature Conservancy,
Washington State University, Tacoma City Council, and Wilcox Farms. Over 70 attendees packed a
room with capacity of 50 to hear about Puget Sound as a case study for estuary restoration. This lunch
event was supported by Taylor Shellfish, Wilcox Farms, and the Salmon Safe program. Several staffers
from non-Washington members of Congress and various committees also joined us, helping expand the
coalition of Puget Sound recovery champions. Joseph Gaydos, of The SeaDoc Society, donated copies of
the recently published children’s book Explore the Salish Sea, A Nature Guide for Kids. This compelling
book helped us share the wonders of our Puget Sound with elected officials, especially those who have
the misfortune of living elsewhere (http://www.seadocsociety.org/salish-sea-kids-book/).



To ensure the voices of people who could not attend the trip would still be heard, we shared copies of
the PSDOTH Letter of Support with people with whom we met. As of this writing, 74 people and
organizations have signed onto a letter of support for Puget Sound recovery, which is addressed to key
congressional and senate subcommittee chairs and ranking members. You can view the letter here.



This year we incorporated a social media plan into the trip. Our data tells us that we received
over 13,000 impressions (this is the # of people who saw our content) and over 200 engagements (this
is the # of people who interacted with our posts) on Twitter. On Facebook we received
over 500 impressions and 141 engagements.

A multi-state coalition followed up the PSDOTH with a Salmon Day on the Hill trip, which reemphasized the
importance of Pacific Coast Salmon Recovery Funds (PCSRF) for salmon recovery.


Representatives from Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Alaska met with members of Congress and their
staff, including Senators Murray, Cantwell, Wyden, Merkley, Risch, and Crapo, and Representatives
Kilmer, McMorris Rodgers, Newhouse, Jayapal, Larsen, Heck, Bonamichi, Walden, Blumenauer,
DeFazio, Simpson, and Schrader.



Off the Hill, the multi-state coalition met with leadership and staff from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the White House Office of
Management and Budget, the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.



The Congressional delegations expressed broad bipartisan support for PCSRF. Our coalition shared
success stories and the prospect of delistings to demonstrate the value of PCSRF and the impact of
PCSRF funding.

Since the two trips, we have received great news:




The Senate Appropriations Committee passed an appropriation bill which adds $5 million to PCSRF for a
total of $70 million for FY19. The bill now awaits a vote by the full Senate and consideration by the
House.
The US Army Corps of Engineers work plan was released (https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/CivilWorks/Budget/) and it includes:






$200k for the Puget Sound Nearshore Ecosystem Restoration Program (PSNERP) Project
Engineering/Design (PED)
An additional $13M for Lake Washington Ship Canal (read Ballard Locks!)
New start feasibility for Tacoma Harbor
New start feasibility for Mill Creek
$1M PED funds for Skokomish

If you were not able to attend this year, don’t forget to thank someone who did! We would not be able to
maintain the support we get, and build the foundation for the support we need, without this kind of
engagement and participation. We expect to begin planning for PSDOTH 2019 in the late fall and hope to see
you in D.C. next year!

Sheida R. Sahandy
Executive Director
Puget Sound Partnership

Local Integrating Organization
Establishment and Operating Principles
Version: February 14, 2018
Introduction
Local ecosystem recovery efforts are critical to Puget Sound recovery. The technical experts, the
implementation of on-the-ground projects, and the relationships with partners that Local Integrating
Organizations (LIO) bring are essential to gaining public support and improving ecosystem conditions,
both locally and regionally. The Puget Sound Partnership (Partnership) helps to integrate, synthesize and
build up local priorities into regional paths forward, integrating management and coordination
processes, and shared learning systems. The Partnership elevates local voices and secures funding for
implementation of recovery actions on a broader scale.
As the backbone organization for Puget Sound recovery, the Partnership coordinates the overall LIO
Program. When considering changes in the LIO structure and composition across Puget Sound, the
Partnership is responsible for articulating to the Leadership Council how a change in one part of the
system will influence and impact the rest of the system.
The Partnership is tasked by law with helping to create and maintain an efficient coordination and
management system and make the most effective use of public dollars for recovery. The addition,
merging, and splitting of entities impacts resources, staffing and the overall recovery and protection
effort in direct and indirect ways. It is important that our systems are not fractured, redundant, or
inefficient. It is for these reasons that the Partnership closely analyzes proposed changes to the Puget
Sound recovery system.
This document provides an overview of the role of LIOs, expectations for operation, and guidelines for
establishing new LIOs. The Partnership will periodically review and update this document as it learns
more, as the LIO and coordination and management system needs evolve, and as funding changes.

1. HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF LOCAL INTEGRATING ORGANIZATIONS (GOALS AND
FUNCTIONS):
The Partnership established LIOs with the goal of developing sub-regional building blocks for
participation and engagement in the Puget Sound recovery process. Given the expansive geography of
the Puget Sound Basin and the variety of environmental issues, human cultures, and economies in the
region, the Partnership believes that locally composed governance bodies are best suited for developing
local and sub-regional needs, and then working with the Management Conference1 to integrate these
needs into the development of shared regional plans in a collective impact model of recovery.

1

Under the National Estuary Program (NEP), a Management Conference is used to guide and direct the overall program of
respective NEP organizations. For the purpose of the Puget Sound NEP the Management Conference includes the Partnership,
Leadership Council, Ecosystem Coordination Board, and Science Panel; and the broader partnership encompassing the caucuses
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The basic functions of LIOs are (1) to integrate local and tribal jurisdictions and interests to develop and
implement Puget Sound recovery strategies, and (2) to identify local priority Puget Sound protection and
restoration projects and programs to include in the Action Agenda as Near Term Actions (NTAs). Existing
LIOs have each developed local Ecosystem Recovery Plans (Plan) and implemented local Action Agenda
priorities, and many have expanded their roles to address related topics of interest to their
memberships.
There are currently nine LIOs in Puget Sound, representing the seven Action Areas (Skagit is currently
not represented through a LIO). The nine LIOs were formed through agreement of the local jurisdictions
and tribes, with approval by the Leadership Council. Each LIO comprises the local jurisdictions (counties,
cities) and tribes, and may invite other partners or stakeholders as appropriate (state or federal
agencies, non-profits, citizen members, etc.). LIOs determine the appropriate composition of
committees and decision-making bodies to meet the tasks as outlined in their scope of work with the
Partnership and to meet the needs of their membership.
Should an existing LIO choose to sub-divide or should a new LIO desire to form, there are specific
requirements that must be met and procedures followed to receive recognition by the Leadership
Council. Section 3 describes the process for forming a new LIO. To be considered as a new LIO, LIO
proponents submit an application to the Partnership in the form attached as Exhibit A. After review of
the application by the Partnership staff, Partnership staff make a recommendation to the Leadership
Council, which must approve the formation or splitting of LIOs. Section 4 describes the process for
dissolving an existing LIO. To dissolve, the LIO gives formal notice to the Partnership and Leadership
Council. The rest of the document describes the relationship between the LIOs and Partnership and
funding opportunities for LIOs.

2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LIOs AND THE PARTNERSHIP:
2.1 The Partnership’s Expectations of LIOs
LIOs are expected to work with their members, partners, community groups and citizens to provide a
public forum for the following activities: develop and prioritize local actions for the Action Area (as
specified in statute); foster collaboration and leverage efforts within their area to increase efficiencies
and reduce duplication; evaluate and advance work based on the best scientific information available;
develop funding strategies for local implementation; advise and make recommendations to the
Partnership on local Action Agenda priorities; and participate in regional forums including the Ecosystem
Coordination Board and LIO Coordination meetings. The views expressed by LIOs do not necessarily
reflect those of the Partnership or EPA. Each LIO’s work is grounded in its Plan. The Partnership pulls
local priorities from the Plans for the regional priority setting process of the Action Agenda.
Each LIO undertakes the following responsibilities:
1. It is responsible for organizing and supporting a committee of representative Action Agenda
planning and implementation interests. The LIO must demonstrate good governance,
transparency, and inclusiveness in its engagement of committees. The LIO shall maintain
sufficient administration, facilitation, and coordination capacity to support the ongoing goals
related to the ECB, SRC, Tribes, formal and informal interest groups, watershed groups, individual local governments, and
representatives from Canadian agencies and organizations.
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and objectives of the LIO. A representative of the LIO shall attend a minimum of four in-person
LIO coordinator meetings per year and four web-based meetings per year.
2. It serves an important role in coordinating local implementation of priorities identified in the
Puget Sound Action Agenda and are an essential element on the Puget Sound National Estuary
Program (NEP) funding model. Each LIO is responsible for identifying and reviewing local, high
priority near-term actions (NTA) that align with the priorities of its Plan as well as a process to
allocate NEP direct funding for local NTA(s). LIOs may choose to participate in the review and
evaluation of region-wide NTAs (NTAs that impact 3 or more LIO geographies).
3. The LIO Plan describes the foundation for local implementation priorities as well as support
needs. The staff and committees of the LIO develop and adaptively manage the LIO Plan in
collaboration with the local partners. Adaptively managing and communicating the LIO Plan
engenders confidence in local and regional decision makers that there are well-defined
problems in Puget Sound at the LIO scale, that LIOs know what to do to address those problems,
and that the work at the LIO level is well integrated into an overall strategy for Puget Sound
Recovery. The LIO Plans should also serve as a longer-term, more durable strategic framework
from which local NTAs can be developed. LIO staff and committees develop the Plans consistent
with the Guidance for Development of Local Integrating Organization Ecosystem Recovery Plans
available from the Partnership; the Plan’s content (goals, strategies, pressures) is housed in
Miradi using the Partnership’s taxonomy. The Miradi database and regional taxonomy enable
the Partnership to pull content from the Plans and integrate into regional planning processes.
Miradi capacity is built within the LIO, with Partnership staff providing Miradi training as
capacity allows.
4. It acts as a local ambassador for Puget Sound recovery. Through NTA development and
implementation of the local Plans, LIOs regularly communicate regional recovery effort needs,
priorities and opportunities for engagement to their partners and the communities they serve.
5. It is fully integrated with or has a direct relationship with the local lead entities with overlapping
geographies in order to streamline priorities, processes and capacity. “Direct relationship” is
defined as: close coordination between lead entity (ies) and LIO staff (minimum of quarterly
check-ins); structural integration or overlap of LIO and lead entity committees (technical, policy,
decision-making, etc.); and integration or alignment of the priorities articulated with the local
Plans and salmon recovery plan(s). All LIOs should strive towards developing the direct
relationship with their lead entity (ies) if it does not currently exist. Advantages to close
alignment between the LIO and lead entity (ies) include: reduced redundancy in meetings,
strategy development and implementation, and people overlap; improved engagement of local
officials; leveraging of financial and personnel resources; and increased effectiveness in
ecosystem recovery through alignment of priorities and funding sources rather than remaining
in program silos.
LIOs that receive funding through the Partnership have additional responsibilities outlined in their
negotiated scope of work contracts.
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If a LIO receives funding through the Partnership and fails to meet the expectations described above and
in the Statement of Work, Exhibit B, of the agreement, Partnership staff will alert the LIO staff to
concerns and set up a meeting to discuss how to improve performance. If the LIO continues to fall short
of meeting expectations, the Partnership will send a letter to both the LIO Chair and
Fiscal/Administrative Lead identifying concerns and performance expectations that must be met to
ensure there is not a breach of contract. If concerns remain unresolved, the Partnership will consider
ending the contract early.
If the LIO is recognized by the Leadership Council, but does not currently receive funding directly
through the Partnership, Partnership staff will alert the LIO staff to concerns and set up a meeting to
discuss how to improve performance. If the LIO continues to fall short of meeting expectations, the
Partnership will send a letter to the LIO Chair identifying concerns and performance expectations that
must be met to continue to receive LIO recognition. If expectations continue to fall short, Partnership
staff will make a recommendation to the Leadership Council to remove recognition of the LIO.
2.2 Partnership Support to LIOs
The Partnership provides technical assistance to LIOs through lending expert knowledge on Action
Agenda content and process, Open Standards and Adaptive Management, Miradi and MiradiShare, and
the Puget Sound Pressures Assessment. Each LIO receives support from a Partnership Ecosystem
Recovery Coordinator (ERC). The amount of time allocated to each LIO and the topics supported outside
of those listed above depends on the number of LIOs and ERC capacity. The ERC assigned to the LIO can
facilitate conversations around LIO membership, provide timely communication on regional process and
relevant information, and voice the needs and interests of the LIO in regional forums such as the ECB.
Scope of work and contracts are negotiated between the Partnership and LIO on an annual basis, with
input and final approval of the content from EPA.2
2.3 Board Engagement
Each Action Area, defined by statute, holds a representative seat on the Ecosystem Coordination Board
(ECB). Where there are multiple LIOs within a single Action Area, the LIOs collectively nominate a
representative to the Ecosystem Coordination Board. The LIOs in the Action Area caucus when items
come to a vote.
Leadership Council meetings take place across the Action Areas. LIOs are invited to engage in Leadership
Council meetings in their area by, for example, presenting to the Leadership Council, inviting Leadership
Council members to relevant meetings, or participating in project tours.
LIO members are encouraged to participate in other aspects of the Management Conference and Action
Agenda processes, boards and bodies.

2

As of January 2018, each of the existing nine LIOs receives annual capacity funding in the amount of $75,000 from the
Partnership as part of the Partnership’s negotiated Cooperative Agreement with EPA and as well as $100,000 on an annual
basis through the Strategic Initiative Leads via pass through funding from EPA for NTA implementation.
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3. LIO FORMATION GUIDELINES:
When forming a new LIO or modifying the structure of an existing LIO, the Partnership requires an
integrated LIO and relevant lead entity (ies) structure. If integration is not possible, the reasoning
supporting that request must be provided to the Partnership by the LIO proponent.
Additional process steps and requirements for forming a new LIO are outlined in Exhibit A.
As described in the Introduction, the Partnership is responsible for articulating to the Leadership Council
how a change in one part of the system will influence and impact the rest of the system. The Partnership
must closely analyze proposed changes to the Puget Sound recovery system to ensure we are making
the most effective use of public dollars for recovery, ensuring our systems are not fractured, redundant
or inefficient.
It is for this reason that an analysis must also be completed by Partnership staff to identify if a shift in
LIO structure impacts the Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan and/or the Partnership’s Base
Grant Work Plan. If the Partnership identifies impacts through the analysis, the Partnership and the LIO
will develop a plan to address impacts and seek any appropriate approvals of that revised plan, including
any needed from EPA.
Local Ecosystem Recovery Team staff will develop a staff analysis of the proposal with recommendation
for approval/rejection of the proposed LIO for review by the Executive Director or her/his designee. This
analysis must include identification of potential impacts to the CCMP and the Partnership’s Base Work
Plan3. If approved by Partnership management, Partnership staff develop a recognition proposal memo
to the Leadership Council and present to the Leadership Council at the earliest time the agenda allows.
The Partnership then notifies National Estuary Program Partners (e.g. EPA, Strategic Initiative Leads) and
the Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office and Recreation and Conservation Office4 that it has received a
LIO proposal and that the Leadership Council is considering the proposal for approval. If the LIO proposal
is not approved by Partnership staff or the Leadership Council, Partnership staff prepare and send a
written justification to the proposing body. The LIO proponent can submit appeals in writing to the
Partnership for consideration by staff and the Leadership Council.
Recognition of LIO status by the Leadership Council does not equate to any assurance of funding.
Funding for LIO capacity, ecosystem recovery planning and/or direct NTA funding must be negotiated by
the LIO proponent with the LIO from which they are splitting or combining (if applicable), EPA, and
Strategic Initiative Leads. As of January 2018, additional funding for capacity or ecosystem recovery
planning is not available.

6. LIO DISSOLUTION
If the LIO proposes to dissolve, the LIO chair and fiscal agent must submit a letter to the Partnership
staff with signatures or letters of support from each of the jurisdictions that make up the LIO within 30
3

For instance, if a shift in LIO structure is proposed during the NTA solicitation process or during an active capacity contract,
Partnership staff should identify potential implications to funding, capacity and processes. If there are implications, there must
be a detailed plan for how the LIO will perform its function in reviewing NTAs, distributing direct funds, and/or delivering on the
terms of the contract (for example).
4 GSRO manages the lead entity contracts. Integration of lead entities and LIOs will need to be reflected in the lead entity
contracts.
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days prior to the date of dissolution. Partnership staff will alert the Leadership Council and other
relevant entities (e.g. SI Leads, EPA). If the LIO is funded through the Partnership, once notice to dissolve
is received by the Partnership, no additional funds may be spent on the LIO contract. Unspent funds are
returned to the Partnership.

7. FUNDING
As stated above, recognition of LIO status by the Leadership Council does not equate to any assurance of
funding. The Partnership has successfully negotiated with EPA in the past to provide LIO funding;
however there is no guarantee that these funds will be available in the future or if new LIOs will be
funded. Direct funding for NTA implementation must be negotiated between new LIOs, EPA and the SI
Leads.

Exhibit A: Process Steps and Requirements for Forming a New LIO
To receive formal recognition of LIO status by the Leadership Council, the proposing entity (ies) must
demonstrate all of the following qualities:






Demonstrate that Partnership staff were consulted and participated in conversations and
processes early and often related to the proposal to form a new LIO. (If early engagement did
not occur, a meeting should be set up between Partnership staff and the proposing entity to
ensure Partnership staff are brought up to speed and the proposing entity has a clear
understanding of LIO roles and responsibilities.)
Ability, authority and capacity (including funding) to execute the roles and responsibilities of the
LIO, as described in section 2.1 above, and the role of a LIO in the Management Conference.
A committee and decision-making structure that enables the proposing entity to meet the roles
and responsibilities as described in section 2.1 above.
Ability to receive and manage capacity funds (e.g., can act as a fiscal sponsor)

In addition, the LIO proponent must describe the following items in its proposal:






Anticipated challenges (in terms of management, structure, capacity, etc.)
Anticipated changes to the membership over time
If modifying a pre-existing LIO, an explanation of why the current LIO structure doesn’t work
How the LIO will develop its own Ecosystem Recovery Plan (following the Partnership’s
guidance)
How staff and committees will meet the requirements of the lead entity, as described in statute,
while also assuming the LIO responsibilities

The LIO proponent should prepare and submit a proposal addressing the above elements to the
Partnership’s Regional Managers of the Local Ecosystem Recovery Team. The proposal should also
include a mission statement, formation/membership policies, by-laws (if applicable), description of work
focus, and staffing plan. Letters of support for formation and a commitment to participate must be
submitted by the local lead entity (ies), as well as each of the local jurisdictions and tribes that would
comprise the LIO.
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